HIGH STANDARDS
UNPARALLELED QUALITY
INTELLIGENT DIRECTION
FULLY RESOURCED FACILITIES
SKILLFUL EXECUTION

865-573-1917
www.holstongases.com
We have the resources to service your medical requirements.

Holston Gases has built its reputation on delivering quality products at competitive prices with unmatched service. Holston Gases is one of the largest independent suppliers of industrial, medical and beverage gases in the United States. Holston Gases has committed resources and support for the hospital, pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry. We are equipped to handle compressed cylinders, bulk facilities and liquid requirements. From the consumer to major hospitals and national accounts Holston Gases has the experience, technology and resources to handle the most demanding clientele.

We exceed the standards and certifications for medical gases production.

Holston Gases operates fully equipped production facilities in Knoxville, TN, Louisville, KY, and Decatur, AL while filling selective gases in all of our distribution centers. All of our filling facilities are Board of Pharmacy licensed and approved for Medical Gas Production by the FDA. Medical gases sold for human consumption must meet or exceed the purity standards listed in the USP (United States Pharmacopeia). These standards are the legal requirements enforced by the US Government. Under these standards, medical gases are categorized as prescription drugs.

We have quality medical gas mixtures for every need.

Holston Gases supplies Oxygen, Nitrogen, Nitrous Oxide, Carbon Dioxide, Medical Air and numerous medical test gas mixtures. With our stringent quality control in place, you can be assured that you are receiving the correct product every time.